Splice Wash
Available in 1 gallon cans or 5 gallon pails

Splice Wash is a clear solvent used to clean dirt and containments from single ply roof systems. Especially used on old membranes to remove dirt prior to application of tape primers or seam adhesives. Change rags or applicator pads frequently! Do not allow product to puddle on TPO for long periods of time. Discarded rags should be disposed of properly and will be a flammable hazard. No smoking or open flames on the roof while using this product. Also available in a Low VOC formula for use in OTC states.

Application Instructions:
The use of Seal Trust™ Toluene Splice Wash prior to application of this product is recommended. This product should be scrubbed into the TPO surface thoroughly to remove surface debris. Change applicator pads frequently and cover an area in excess of the area to be seamed. No special applicator is required. When used with clean TPO, this primer is a cleaner and primer and the use of Toluene Splice Wash is not required. Solvent resistant gloves should be used when applying this product.

Physical Properties:
- **Color:** Clear
- **Density (#/GAL.):** 7.23#
- **Flash Point (F):** 41F TCC
- **Solvent System:** Aromatic
- **Storage:** May be stored outside if protected from water.

**Viscosity (cps):** Water thin
- **% Solids:** 0
- **Base:** Aromatic solvent
- **Clean-up Solvent:** N/A
- **Packaging:** 1 gallon (6 gal/cs) or 5 gallon pail

**Hazards:** Extremely flammable. Avoid repeated skin contact or the breathing of concentrated vapors. Use in well ventilated areas away from heat, sparks, fire, flame and ignition sources. Vapors are heavier than air and may travel a considerable distance to an ignition source and flash back. Do not inhale vapors above TLV as listed on the SDS.

**Freight Classification:** UN1133, ADHESIVE, 3 PGII NMFC# 170060 CLASS 60

**VOC = 866 grams/liter  DO NOT THIN**